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NREC Project #
Is your project on target from an IMPLEMENTATION standpoint?
If you answered “no” please explain:

Is your project on target from a BUDGET standpoint?
If you answered “no” please explain:

Based on what you know today, will you meet the objectives of your project on-time and on-budget?
If you answered “no” please explain:

Have you encountered any issues related to this project?
If you answered “yes” please explain: The late and wet spring did not allow us to complete the full number
of N rate trials that we had hoped (50 trials) but we did accomplish 30 trials in all regions of the state,
producing very helpful data for the Nitrogen Rate Calculator. The work at the Douglas County and Cover
Crop sites was also challenged by weather, but we did get all treatments accomplished.

Have you reached any conclusions related to this project that you would like to highlight?
If you answered “yes” please explain: From the N rate trials we see again that nitrogen that is available to
the corn crop in its early stages of development produces the best agronomic response to N and yield. Over
the years of these trials the significance of weather and soil mineralization under certain conditions greatly
impacts the crop’s response to applied N; in years with high soil mineralization applied N has less of an
impact on yield; in years with low mineralization applied N has a significant impact on yield. The variability
in N response reinforces the value of the “range” of N rates recommended in the Nitrogen Rate Calculator
for Illinois.

Have you completed any outreach activities related this project? Or do you have any activities planned?
If you answered “yes” please explain and provide details for any upcoming outreach: See the Attachment
for the outreach presentations we performed in 2019. We also organized the update of the Cover Crop
Guide for NREC and nearly 2,000 copies of the guide have been distributed, nearly all based upon request.
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One Page Summary of the Project:
Despite a very challenging year weather-wise, our team was still able to implement 30 N-rate trials as well as perform all of the
treatments at the Douglas County and Cover Crop research sites. Highlights from the Douglas County and Cover Crop research
projects will be summarized by the project investigator at those sites (Lowell Gentry).
N Rate Trials: The value of conducting on-farm
N rates trials is huge when these data are used
to update the N rate calculator. But they are also
of great value in seeing how growing season
conditions affect N responses and yield levels
when conducted across years at the same site.
Dan Schaefer has conducted N rate trials in
nearby fields of a Champaign County cooperator
each year for the past six years. This figure
shows these six responses. Responses in four of
the six years were consistent, with optimum N
rates close to 150 lb N per acre and yields
averaging about 230 bushels per acre. The MRTN
based on these six responses is 161 lb/acre, and
the average yield at that rate is 240 bu/acre.
Two of the years stand out from the others:
in 2017, yield without N was 208 bu/acre, and
the optimum N rate was only 89 lb/acre; this
89 lb N added only 35 bushels, so it took 2.6 lb of N for each bushel added by N fertilizer. In 2018, the yield without N was only
117 bu/acre, and adding 210 lb of N (the optimum N rate) added 161 bu/acre of yield; it took only 1.3 lb of N to add each bushel.
Such large swings in the amount of N provided by the soil compared to the amount needed form fertilizer represent one of the
biggest challenges in finding the best rate of N to apply in each field early in the season.
Although it is not possible today to predict the exact “right” rate, when all trial results are entered into the Nitrogen Rate
Calculator, the range of recommended N rates produced by the Calculator takes into account this variability and also gives the
grower some flexibility in choosing their rate based on their understanding of weather, temperature and soil mineralization and
how that could impact corn response to applied N. One thing is clear: the vast majority of growers are not over-applying
nitrogen. As other research projects are revealing, nitrogen loss is not directly tied to applied nitrogen rates. However, not overapplying nitrogen remains very important in the overall management strategy to reduce nitrogen losses in the ag sector.
In 2019, IFCA also performed a survey of our retail
members asking what % their customers used the
recommended rate based on the Nitrogen Rate Calculator
ranges. As you can see from the graph right, nearly 90%
of farmers are using rates that fall within the ranges
recommended by the Nitrogen Rate Calculator (the MRTN
system). IFCA provided this chart to the INLRS
stakeholders group for reporting on agricultural progress
toward reducing nutrient losses. Although not all farmers
or even ag retailers may refer to the term “MRTN” when
making recommendations or choosing rates, they reality
is that nearly all farmers are utilizing nitrogen rates that
fall within the recommended levels in Illinois’ updated
Nitrogen Rate Calculator.

In the 2018 crop year, ag
retailers throughout the state
reported that 89.5% of corn
acres received a total nitrogen
rate in the recommended
range according to the
updated Illinois Nitrogen Rate
Calculator.
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Nitrogen Rate Trials

In September 2019
IFCA coordinated a
significant update to
the NREC Cover
Crop Guide.
Over 2,000 copies
of the updated
guide have been
distributed via IFCA
and NREC.
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Nitrogen Rate Trials, continued
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https://ifca.com/4R/Trials
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Nitrogen Rate Trials, continued
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Douglas County Nitrogen Management Systems in Tile Drained Fields
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- of N rate trials, Nov 7, 2019
Harvesting corn; strips are harvest
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Photo taken May 18, 2019
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Cover Crop
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Cereal Rye Ahead of Corn: Evaluating Nitrogen Catch & Release
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Dan creates strips ahead of corn planting,
Champaign County, June 2, 2019.

Dan terminates cereal rye, April 23, 2019.

The cooperating farmer plants soybean
into strips of terminated cereal rye at the
Champaign County site, June 13, 2019
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Attachment B
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Figure #1. Nitrogen response over 125 trials in southern Illinois through 2019. Adding only
two years of data increased the MRTN value (yellow diamond) by 14 lb/acre, to 195 lb
N/acre, and increased the RTN to $321.61, or $44/acre more than after the 2017 season.
The profitable range for 2020 is 179 to 207 lb N/acre.
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Figure #2. Optimum N rates and yields at those rates for each of 34 on-farm trials in
southern Illinois between 2017 and 2019. The formula indicates that yield increases by
0.31 bushel for each 1-lb increase in the optimum N rate.

Champaign County, Soy-Corn, 2014-2019
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Figure 3. Six years of N rate trials on the same farm
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